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MAD MAX: FURY ROAD
R – Tom Hardy – Action
BOULEVARD
R – Robin Williams – Drama
I’LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS

Haunted by his turbulent past, Mad Max believes the best way to survive is
to wander alone. Nevertheless, he becomes swept up with a group fleeing
across the Wasteland in a War Rig driven by an elite Imperator.
A devoted husband in a marriage of convenience is forced to confront his
secret life.

GOOD KILL
R – Ethan Hawke – Drama/War
TEXAS RISING
NR – Bill Paxton– Western
BEYOND THE MASK
PG – Andrew Cheney– Action
AGE OF ADALINE
PG13 – Blake Lively– Light Drama
CHECKMATE
NR – Danny Glover – Action
CINDERELLA (Live) – 2015
PG – Lily James – Family

A Las Vegas-based fighter pilot turned drone pilot fights the Taliban by
remote control for 12 hours a day, then goes home to the suburbs and feuds
with his wife and kids for the other 12.
HISTORY® brings to life the true story of how the people of Texas fought for
freedom against the mighty Mexican military that had overtaken the Alamo.

PG13 – Blythe Danner – Light Drama

LOVE & MERCY
PG13 – John Cusack – Drama

FURIOUS 7
PG13 – Vin Diesel– Fast Rides
THE OVERNIGHT
R – Taylor Schilling – Drama
PITCH PERFECT 2
PG13 – Anna Kendrick – Comedy
CHAIN OF COMMAND
R – Michael Jai White– Action
SPY
R – Melissa McCarthy – Comedy
POLTERGEIST - 2015
PG13 – Sam Rockwell – Horror
ENTOURAGE
R – Adrian Grenier - Comedy
COP CAR
PG13 – Kevin Bacon – Action

In this vibrant, funny, and heartfelt film, a widow and former songstress
discovers that life can begin anew at any age.

A British East India Trading Company assassin seeks to redeem his past by
thwarting a plot against a young nation's hope for freedom.
After miraculously remaining 29 years old for almost eight decades, Adaline
Bowman (Blake Lively) has lived a solitary existence, never allowing herself
to get close to anyone who might reveal her secret.
Six people are thrown together during an elaborate bank heist where any
move can alter the outcome. Is it coincidence, or are they merely pawns in a
much bigger game.
When her father unexpectedly passes away, young Ella finds herself at the
mercy of her cruel stepmother and her daughters. Ella's fortunes begin to
change after meeting a dashing stranger.
In the 1960s, Beach Boys leader Brian Wilson struggles with emerging
psychosis as he attempts to craft his avant-garde pop masterpiece. In the
1980s, he is a broken, confused man.
Dominic and his crew thought they'd left the criminal mercenary life behind.
But now, Shaw's brother, Deckard Shaw, is out killing the crew one by one
for revenge.
Alex, Emily, and their son, RJ, are new to Los Angeles. A chance meeting
introduces them to the mysterious Kurt, Charlotte, and Max. A family
"playdate" becomes increasingly interesting as the night goes on.
The Bellas are back, and they are better than ever. After being humiliated in
front of none other than the President of the United States of America, the
Bellas are taken out of the Aca-Circuit.
Special Operative James Webster (Michael Jai White) just returned home
from duty, only to witness the brutal slaying of his brother. Webster
immediately tries to retaliate and hunt down the perpetrators
A desk-bound CIA analyst volunteers to go undercover to infiltrate the world
of a deadly arms dealer, and prevent diabolical global disaster.
Legendary filmmaker Sam Raimi (“Spiderman,” “Evil Dead”, “The Grudge”)
and director Gil Kenan contemporize the classic tale about a family whose
suburban home is haunted by evil forces.
Movie star Vincent Chase (Grenier), together with his boys, Eric (Connolly),
Turtle (Ferrara) and Johnny (Dillon), are back...and back in business with
super agent-turned-studio head Ari Gold (Piven).
When two rebellious young boys stumble across an abandoned cop car
hidden in a secluded glade they decide to take it for a joyride.

